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H&S Guide: 50 Plant and Machinery – Lifting by Machine 

Lifting by Machine 

If you are an employer or a self-employed person providing lifting equipment for use 

at work, or if you have control of the use of lifting equipment, you must make sure 

the plant and machinery is safe and operators and fully trained or supervised. 

 

Think about what risks there may be and how they can be managed, for example: 

 damage or deterioration of the equipment caused by wet, abrasive or corrosive 

environments 

 trying to move weights that are too heavy and exceed the load limit of the 

machine 

 equipment failure (strops and slings failing) 

 untrained workers planning the lift or using unfamiliar equipment 

 people being struck by moving parts of the machinery or by things falling 

 

Safe lifting needs to be properly planned by a competent person, appropriately 

supervised and carried out safely.  Any equipment you use must have been properly 

designed, manufactured and tested.  All plant and machinery and associated 

equipment (chains, shackles or eye bolts) must be maintained properly too.   

 

Factors you should consider for a safe lifting plan 

 What are you lifting? 

 How heavy is it? 

 Where is its centre of gravity? 

 How will you attach it to the lifting machinery? 

 Who is in control of the lift (are they competent)? 

 What are the safe limits of the lifting machine and associated equipment? 

 Is the ground stable?  

 Are there overhead hazards (powerlines or structures)? 

 Is access to lift site restricted to essential personnel only? 

 Could you rehearse the lift if necessary? 

 

Lifting machinery safely 

Do’s 

 Do use only certified lifting equipment, marked with its safe working load, which is 

not overdue for examination 

 Do keep the reports of thorough examination as well as any declarations of 

conformity or test certificates 
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 Do make sure the load is properly attached to the lifting equipment. If necessary, 

securely bind the load to prevent it slipping or falling off 

 Do ensure before lifting an unbalanced or awkward load that you find out its 

centre of gravity. Raise it a few inches off the ground and pause – there should 

be little harm if it drops 

 Do use packaging to prevent sharp edges of the load from damaging slings and 

do not allow tackle to be damaged by dropping or dragging loads or subjected the 

load to sudden extra loading  

 Do ensure when using jib cranes, that any indicators for safe loads are working 

properly and set correctly for the job and the way the machine is configured 

 Do use outriggers where necessary 

 Do ensure when using multi-slings that you make sure the sling angle is taken 

into account 

 Do have a responsible slinger or banksman and use a recognised signalling 

system 

 

Don’t 

 Don’t use unsuitable equipment, e.g. makeshift, damaged, badly worn chains 

shortened with knots, kinked or twisted wire ropes, frayed or rotted fibre ropes 

 Don’t exceed the safe working load of machinery or accessories like chains, 

slings and grabs. Remember that the load in the legs of a sling increases as the 

angle between the legs increases 

 Don’t lift a load if you doubt its weight or the adequacy of the equipment 

 

HSE Links to lifting by machine:  

http://www.hse.gov.uk/work-equipment-machinery/loler.htm 

 

HSE Link to planning and organising lifting operations: 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/work-equipment-machinery/planning-organising-lifting-

operations.htm  
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